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NEW QUESTION: 1
In a TCP packet filtering firewall, traffic is filtered based on specified session rules, such as
when a session is initiated by a recognized computer.
Identify the level up to which the unknown traffic is allowed into the network stack.
A. Level 3 - Internet Protocol (IP)
B. Level 2 - Data Link
C. Level 5 - Application
D. Level 4 - TCP
Answer: A
Explanation:
Reference:
http://books.google.com.pk/books?id=KPjLAyA7HgoC&pg=PA208&lpg=PA208&dq=TCP+p
acket+filtering+firewall+level+up+to+which+the+unknown+traffic+is+allowed+into+the+net
work+stack&source=bl&ots=zRrbchVYng&sig=q5G3T8lggTfAMNRkL7Kp0SRslHU&hl=en&
sa=X&ei=5PUeVLSbC8TmaMzrgZgC&ved=0CBsQ6AEwAA#v=onepage&q=TCP%20pack
et%20filtering%20firewall%20level%20up%20to%20which%20the%20unknown%20traffic
%20is%20allowed%20into%20the%20network%20stack&f=false Phishing is typically carried
out by email spoofing or instant messaging and it often directs users to enter details at a fake
website whose look and feel are almost identical to the legitimate one.

NEW QUESTION: 2
In Availability Management, Confidentiality and Integrity are elements of:
A. Maintainability
B. Serviceability
C. Security
D. Reliability
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3

A. Option C
B. Option E
C. Option D
D. Option B
E. Option A
Answer: A,B,C

NEW QUESTION: 4
Refer to the exhibit.
What is required to fix the PSOD?
A. Reboot and enable secure boot from the UEFI firmware interface.
B. Remove unsigned VIBs.
C. Reboot the host.
D. Skip unused VIBs during boot up.
Answer: A
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